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Abstract— An important challenge in network management 

and intrusion detection is the problem of data stream 

classification. Concept-evolution is the open research issue 

in these circumstances, which involves the occurrence of a 

new class in the data stream. Most traditional data stream 

classification techniques are based on the assumption that 

the number of classes does not change over time. However, 

that is not the case in real world networks, and existing 

methods generally do not have the ability of identifying the 

evolution of a new class in the data stream. In this paper, we 

present an efficient approach for the detection of novel 

classes in data streams that exhibit concept-evolution. In 

particular, our approach is able to improve both accuracy 

and computational efficiency by eliminating “noise” clusters 

and false alarm rate in the analysis of concept evolution. 

Through an evaluation on simulated data sets, named as 

forest cover type, we express that our approach achieves 

comparable accuracy to an existing scheme from the 

literature with a significant decrease in computational 

complexity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data stream mining is the process of extracting hidden 

knowledge or patterns from continuous data sequences. It is 

mostly used for analyzing records in fraud detection, 

computer network traffic sensor networks, web Searches 

and financial transactions. For example, in computer 

networks there is a need to choose the main types of traffic 

flows, so that we can detect abnormal and malicious  traffic 

flows.[1][2] Two well-studied and challenging problems are 

“infinite length” and “concept-drift”. As far as the first 

problem is concerned, traditional multi-pass algorithms are 

not practical, since they require infinite storage to keep all 

records for training purposes. To tackle this problem, 

several solutions have been proposed In the recent year there 

is lot of work done on the  classification. For the 

classification point of view it is very important to classify 

each instance into their accurate class. [4]But in the data 

there is no certain surety that there is not any novel class 

into it. Means by means occurrence of the new class it is 

very difficult to accurately classify the instance into it 

appropriate class. These are the main problems in the 

classification task. Before that many work is done on the 

classification and new class detection. Many author cover 

the error which degraded the performance of the system. 

Many of the author implement ensemble approach for the 

improving the efficiency of the classification system, also 

some use the outlier detection system to make classification 

efficient. Still there is a scope to detect outlier by which 

classification can do in efficient manner. 
Classification on the dynamic data is itself a 

difficult task. Over that data stream is having some 

problems. Data stream is nothing but the continuous data 

sequences. It is very difficult to store data and used entire in 

practically. Classification of data stream is suffer from 

problem of infinite length, concept drift, and concept 

evolution.  

       Many authors solve first two problems but 

problem of concept evolution is still in process for efficient 

way. Concept evolution is nothing but the occurrences of 

new class in the data stream. For example consider the 

intrusion detection in network. If we already label some 

kind of attack and at some time completely new kind of 

attack is occur then this kind of situation is concept 

evolution. This problem is address by very few author, we 

address some solution to detect and improve it. 

A. Data Stream Classification: 

Data stream mining has been an active research topic in 

recent years, and the resulting techniques can generally be 

classified into two main categories: single model and 

ensemble model classification. The first category includes 

studies that, to address concept-drift, incrementally modify 

and update a single classification model. An example of the 

single method study is [8]; it proposes a framework, which 

can adapt micro-clusters quickly to changes in the 

underlying data stream. Other studies include [7], [11], [15], 

[16]. The second category includes studies that replace an 

older model with a high error-rate with a newer, more 

accurate model. One such study, for example, evaluates the 

newly trained classifiers in the ensemble based on their 

expected classification accuracy [5]. Since the ensemble 

model is more accurate and efficient in handling concept 

drift and can efficiently update the current model, we have 

chosen this approach. Our approach, however, differs by 

making a more practical method of outlier detection. We 

also consider novel class detection, which has not been 

addressed in these previous studies. 

II. NEW CLASS DETECTION 

First to which class we called existing and to which we 

called new class. Here we used ensemble E classifier 

{M1…..ME}. If class c is occur and if it is belong to the any 

classifier model in ensemble then it consider as a existing 

class, otherwise it is consider as a non existing class. For the 

system convenient purpose we divide the data into chunks. 

During this division, we remove the instances which are 

creating overhead and the instances which are not useful and 

having similar values in the data set  and label it. After that 

we use it as a training data for the classifier. Basic steps in 

the system is as follows. In the first step we divide the data 

set in to chunks them provide that chunk to the outlier 

detection module after that the outlier detection module find 

out the outliers in the data chunks and if any instance is not 

belong to the any class then it will be store in the buffer. 

And if it is not    
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Fig. 1: 

And if it is not Outlier then it will be forward to the 

classification module and classify as per the class. After 

sufficient outlier store in a buffer we perform clustering on 

it. In the result of the clustering outlier are cluster as well. 

Then we are making the pseudo point of the cluster. In the 

case each pseudo point contains cancroids, radius and 

weight of the cluster. And after that we find out the q-NSC 

value for that pseudo point. And after that we find out the N-

score for the instance. And then we classify the it as a 

existing class or new class by calculating value of the N-

score. Also find out the simultaneous new class detection. 

Formula for calculating q-NSC value. 

q-NSC(h)= 
               ̅          

       ̅         ̅          
 

 

q-NSC value find out the cohesion among the 

outlier instance in the same cluster and separation among the 

another cluster instance. The value calculated by the q-NSC 

is yield in -1 to +1 range. If value is positive then it indicate 

that x is closer to the outlier instance. Otherwise it is close to 

the existing class . 

N-score = 
                    

           
       

Min weight is the outlier weight having q-NSC  

value. N-score value is measure the cohesion among the two 

outlier and separation among the existing class.  And how 

outlier is far from the existing class. Value of N-score is in 

the range of [0, 1]. As value increases major the chances of 

class is of new. Otherwise it is existing class.  

III. FLEXIBLE DECISION BOUNDARY 

Here, we address flexible decision boundary. Because of the 

static nature of the decision boundary an error rate of the 

system get increase. Due to this reason we are address 

flexible decision boundary.  

       We are use slack space concept for it. It is nothing 

but the flexible boundary space around the hypersphere. 

When any instance occurs in that space then we consider as 

a existing class. It also have threshold we call it as OUTTH. 

Initially OUTTH value is set to 0.7. First we check false 

new instance by taking any label instance x. Then it should 

be an outlier. In that case inst_weight(x) < OUTTH. If 

OUTTH – inst_weight is less then constant value Ϩ then x is 

a marginal false new instance. In that case we need to 

increases the OUTTH limits for in future instance like these 

not to be fall outside boundary.  

Algorithm:  Adjust-threshold(x, OUTTH) 

Input: x: most recent labeled instance 

OUTTH: current outlier threshold 

Output: OUTTH: new outlier threshold 

1) Step1: if false-novel(x) && OUTTH - 

inst_weight(x)             

< _ then 

2) Step 2: OUTTH _ ¼ _ //increase slack space 

3) Step 3: else if false-existing(x) && inst_weight(x) - 

OUTTH  

< _then 

4) Step 4: OUTTH þ ¼ _ //decrease slack space 

5) Step 5: end if. 

IV. DATA SET USED 

The Forest Cover type dataset is synthetic and freely 

available in the UCI Machine learning library. The forest 

cover type data set consists seven classes and number of 

attributes. The actual Forest Cover type for a given 

observation is 30 x 30meter cell was determined from US 

Forest Service (Region2 Resource Information System 

(RIS) data. Independent variables were derived from data 

originally obtained from US Geological Survey (USGS) and 

USFS data. Data is in raw form and contains binary columns 

of data for qualitative independent variables. It consist of 

500000 of instances 12 attributes. The attributes names in 

the forest cover type are like Elevation in meters, Aspect 

ratio in degree, Slope in degree, Horizontal distance to 

hydrology, Vertical distance to hydrology, Hillshade etc. 

V. RESULT 

Here, we show the comparison graph of the results of other 

system and our system. 

 
Fig. 2: Result of Our System. 

True new class detection will be define by Y-axis 

and false new class detection will be define by X-axis. Blue 

line indicate the results of our approach and Red line 

indicate the  result of previous  approach. In fig.3 we show 

simultaneous new class detection. It shows class type 2,class 

type1,and class type 7 simultaneously.    
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Fig. 3: Multiple Novel Class Evaluation 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We propose an efficient data mining technique for detecting 

the outliers. The existing methods for the detection of novel 

class are sufferfrom false detection rates and high false 

alarm rate in many scenarios. we identify two key 

mechanisms of the novel class detection technique, namely, 

outlier detection, and identifying novel class instances, as 

the prime cause of high error rates for previous approaches. 

To solve this problem, we propose an improved technique 

for outlier detection by improving the slack space outside 

the decision boundary of each classification model, and 

adaptively changing this slack space based on the 

characteristic of the evolving data. We also propose a better 

alternative approach for identifying novel class instances by 

using support vector machine algorithm, and theoretically 

establish its usefulness.  Finally, we propose detection of 

simultaneous multiple novel classes. We apply our 

technique on data streams that experience concept-evolution 

and achieve much better performance than existing 

techniques. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE  

An interesting and relevant question here is what will 

happen if one class split into several classes. If after split, 

they occupy the same feature space, meaning, the feature 

space they were covering before split is the same as the 

union of the feature spaces covered after split, none of the 

new classes will be detected as novel, because our novel 

class detection technique detects a class as novel only if it is 

found in the previously unused (unoccupied) feature spaces. 

However, if part of one or both of the new classes occupies 

a new feature space, then those parts will be detected as 

novel. An interesting future work would be to identify this 

special case more precisely to distinguish from the actual 

arrival of a novel class. 
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